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1 Writing Simple Streaming SQL Queries

Filtering Streams - SQL WHERE

You can perform basic filtering on a stream using the SQL WHERE clause. Given a stream
with web login event data, the following query selects only those for which the login was
unsuccessful:

SELECT STREAM *

  FROM "WebAppLoginEvents"

 WHERE "loginSuccessful" = FALSE;

Merging Streams - SQL UNION ALL

Streams can be combined using the SQL UNION ALL operator. The resulting output stream
simply consists of all rows from both the input streams. For example, the following query
produces a stream of orders taken over the phone or via the web:

SELECT STREAM *

  FROM PhoneOrders

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM *

  FROM WebOrders

2 More Complex SQL Examples

Schema for these examples 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Trading";

SET SCHEMA '"Trading"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "Orders"

(

"orderTime" TIMESTAMP,

"orderId" INTEGER,

"productId" INTEGER,

"quantity" INTEGER,

"unitPrice" DECIMAL(11,2),

"shippingState" CHAR(2)

);

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "Shipments"

(

"shipTime" TIMESTAMP,

"orderId" INTEGER,

"warehouseState" CHAR(2)

);

Sample Data 

The following sample data set will be used in the examples and explanations presented in the
following sections. To test any of the queries below open sqlline, run the query, open a
separate terminal window, and run the sample data set below.

http://localhost:1313/sqlline/
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INSERT INTO "Trading"."Orders" ("orderTime", "orderId", "productId", "quantity",

"unitPrice", "shippingState")

VALUES

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 1000, 510, 1, 10.50, 'CA'),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:06:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 1001, 21, 3, 6.25, 'TX'),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:30:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 1002, 601, 5, 1.25, 'CA')

;

INSERT INTO "Trading"."Shipments" ("shipTime", "orderId", "warehouseState")

VALUES

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 1001, 'TX'),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:06:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 1000, 'TX'),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:30:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 1002, 'CA')

;

Query that filters a stream 

After you have created the streams above, you can run the following query to filter only those
orders with a shipping state of CA. (To test the query, open a separate terminal and run the
sample data set above.)

SELECT STREAM "orderTime", "orderId", "shippingState"

FROM "Trading"."Orders"

WHERE "shippingState" = 'CA';

orderTime orderId shippingState

2019-03-30 03:04:00.0 1000 CA

2019-03-30 03:30:00.0 1002 CA

Query That Merges Two Streams 

SELECT STREAM *

FROM (

SELECT STREAM 'ORDERS' as type, "orderId" FROM "Trading"."Orders"

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM 'SHIPMENT' as type, "orderId" FROM "Trading"."Shipments"

);

Result:

TYPE orderId

ORDERS 1000

ORDERS 1001

ORDERS 1002

SHIPMENT 1001

SHIPMENT 1000

SHIPMENT 1002
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Query that Aggregates a Stream 

Report each hour the order count for each state.

SELECT STREAM "shippingState", count(*) as "count"

FROM "Trading"."Orders" AS s

GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME to minute), "shippingState";

Result:

shippingState count

CA 2

TX 1

Note: The code above will only work if you allow a minute to elapse between inserting the
rows above.

Query: Streaming Aggregation 

To which states has a shipment just been dispatched but which have not been dispatched to
in the previous hour.

SELECT STREAM "warehouseState"

FROM (SELECT STREAM "warehouseState", count(*) over anHour AS shipped

  FROM "Trading"."Shipments"

  WINDOW anHour AS (PARTITION BY "warehouseState" RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING))

WHERE shipped = 1;

shipTime state

02/02/2008 10:30:09 CA

Query: Running Sum 

For each order, show the number of orders in the previous hour to the same state, and the
total number of orders in the previous hour.

SELECT STREAM

"orderTime",

"shippingState",

count(*)

OVER (PARTITION BY

"shippingState" RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING) AS "stateLastHour",

count(*) OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING) AS "totalLastHour"

FROM "Trading"."Orders";

http://localhost:1313/analyzing-data/complexquery/#sample-data
http://localhost:1313/analyzing-data/complexquery/#sample-data
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orderTime shippingState stateLastHour totalLastHour

2019-03-30 03:04:00.0 CA 1 1

2019-03-30 03:06:00.0 TX 1 2

2019-03-30 03:30:00.0 CA 2 3

3 Windowed Aggregation on Streams

In analyzing streaming data, you will often make use of what is called windowed aggregation.
Windowed aggregation performs an analytic function across a window specified by either
time, such as "one hour proceeding" or rows, such as "the last six rows."

This topic contains information on the following subtopics:

· Using Time-based Windows

· Using Row-based Windows

· Rowtime Bounds and Windowed Aggregation

· Using the Naive Bayes Classifier with s-Server

Using Time-Based Windows

A time-based window is a finite window defined by a rowtime interval. The window's defining
criteria specify a finite set of rows, using a rowtime-based specification. At any arbitrary wall-
clock-time, the number of rows to be found in that window can vary, based on the number of
rows that have arrived whose rowtimes are within the window's defined period. (The SQL
standard calls this a "logical" window, and calls a Row-based Window a "physical" window.)

For example, RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING specifies that the window contains
all rows whose ROWTIMEs are within the hour preceding the stream's current time. (That
time is usually the rowtime of the most recent row received.)

For time-based windows on streams, analytic functions are normally only able to identify the
complete set of rows (and hence calculate a result) once a row arrives that falls outside the
later bound of the current window. For example, in the case of a window that is RANGE
INTERVAL '1' MINUTE FOLLOWING, the arrival of a row with a rowtime more than one
minute later than that of the row for which the window is being evaluated would indicate that
there will be no more rows in the window, and the query can return a result.

Alternately, you can use a rowtime bound can be used to indicate that no more rows will
arrive within a given window, enabling the query to return a result.

Using Row-based Windows

A row-based window is specified by a fixed number of rows; for example ROWS 10
PRECEDING specifies that only the latest 10 rows be included in the window. (The SQL
standard calls this a "physical" window, and calls a Time-based Window a "logical" window.)
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For row-based windows on streams, such as ROWS 3 PRECEDING, rowtime bounds have
no effect on windows (and hence, on the evaluation of analytic functions).

See below for examples of rowtime bounds in windowed aggregation.

Assume the following information flowing through the stream WEATHERSTREAM:

ROWTIME CITY TEMP

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 Denver 29

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2

2018-11-01 06:00:00.0 Miami 65

2018-11-01 07:00:00.0 Denver 32

2018-11-01 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 9

2018-11-01 13:00:00.0 Denver 50

2018-11-01 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 10

2018-11-01 18:00:00.0 Miami 71

2018-11-01 19:00:00.0 Denver 43

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 4

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 Denver 39

2018-11-02 07:00:00.0 Denver 46

2018-11-02 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 3

2018-11-02 13:00:00.0 Denver 56

2018-11-02 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2

2018-11-02 19:00:00.0 Denver 50

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 Denver 36

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 1

Let's say we want to find the minimum and maximum temperature recorded in the 24-hour
period prior to any given reading, globally, regardless of city. To do this, we define a window of
RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING, and use it in the OVER clause for the MIN and MAX
analytic functions:

 SELECT STREAM

        ROWTIME,

        MIN(TEMP) OVER W1 AS WMIN_TEMP,

        MAX(TEMP) OVER W1 AS WMAX_TEMP

 FROM WEATHERSTREAM

 WINDOW W1 AS (

    RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING

);
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Results:

ROWTIME
WMIN_TEM
P

WMAX_TEMP

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 29 29

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 2 29

2018-11-01 06:00:00.0 2 65

2018-11-01 07:00:00.0 2 65

2018-11-01 09:00:00.0 2 65

2018-11-01 13:00:00.0 2 65

2018-11-01 17:00:00.0 2 65

2018-11-01 18:00:00.0 2 71

2018-11-01 19:00:00.0 2 71

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 2 71

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 2 71

2018-11-02 07:00:00.0 4 71

2018-11-02 09:00:00.0 3 71

2018-11-02 13:00:00.0 3 71

2018-11-02 17:00:00.0 2 71

2018-11-02 19:00:00.0 2 56

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 2 56

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 1 56

Now, let's assume we want to find the minimum, maximum, and average temperature
recorded in the 24 hour period prior to any given reading, broken down by city. To do this, we
add a PARTITION BY clause on CITY to the window specification, and add the AVG analytic
function over the same window to the selection list:

 SELECT STREAM

        ROWTIME,

        CITY,

        MIN(TEMP) over W1 AS WMIN_TEMP,
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        MAX(TEMP) over W1 AS WMAX_TEMP,

        AVG(TEMP) over W1 AS WAVG_TEMP

 FROM AGGTEST.WEATHERSTREAM

 WINDOW W1 AS (

        PARTITION BY CITY

        RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING

 );

Results:

ROWTIME CITY
WMIN_TEM
P

WMAX_TEMP WAVG_TEMP

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 Denver 29 29 29

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 2 2

2018-11-01 06:00:00.0 Miami 65 65 65

2018-11-01 07:00:00.0 Denver 29 32 30

2018-11-01 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 9 5

2018-11-01 13:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 37

2018-11-01 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 7

2018-11-01 18:00:00.0 Miami 65 71 68

2018-11-01 19:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 38

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 6

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 38

2018-11-02 07:00:00.0 Denver 32 50 42

2018-11-02 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 3 10 6

2018-11-02 13:00:00.0 Denver 39 56 46

2018-11-02 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 4

2018-11-02 19:00:00.0 Denver 39 56 46

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 Denver 36 56 45

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 1 4 2

Rowtime Bounds and Windowed Aggregation

This is an example of a windowed aggregate query:

 SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, ticker, amount, SUM(amount)

    OVER (

        PARTITION BY ticker

        RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

 AS hourlyVolume

 FROM Trades

Because this is a query on a stream, rows pop out of this query as soon as they go in. For
example, given the inputs:

Trades: IBM 10 10 10:00:00

Trades: ORCL 20 10:10:00

Trades.bound: 10:15:00

Trades: ORCL 15 10:25:00
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Trades: IBM 30 11:05:00

Trades.bound: 11:10:00

the output will be:

Trades: IBM 10 10 10:00:00

Trades: ORCL 20 20 10:10:00

Trades.bound: 10:15:00

Trades: ORCL 15 35 10:25:00

Trades: IBM 30 30 11:05:00

Trades.bound: 11:10:00

The rows still hang around behind the scenes for an hour, and thus the second ORCL row
output has a total of 35; but the original IBM trade falls outside the "hour preceding" window,
and so is excluded from the IBM sum.

Windowed-Aggregation Specifications
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Interval Clause

Example:

Some business problems seem to need totals over the whole history of a stream, but this is
usually not practical to compute. However, such business problems are often solvable by
looking at the last day, the last hour, or the last N records. Sets of such records are called
windowed aggregates.

They are easy to compute in a stream database, and can be expressed in ANSI (SQL:2008)
standard SQL as follows:

   SELECT STREAM ticker,

      avg(price  OVER  lastHour AS avgPrice,

      max(price) OVER  lastHour AS maxPrice

   FROM Bids

   WINDOW lastHour AS  (

      PARTITION BY ticker

      RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

Note: The Interval_clause must be of an appropriate type:
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· An integer literal with ROWS

· A numeric value for RANGE over a numeric column

· An INTERVAL for a RANGE over a date/time/timestamp

Using the Naive Bayes Classifier with s-Server

Naive Bayes classifiers are used as part of machine learning. Using a collection of features
assumed to have strong (naive) independence, these classifiers use Bayes's theorem to
assign class labels to problem instances. 

For more information, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier

This topic describes how you can implement the Naive Bayes Classifier using SQL aggregate
functions that are computed on sliding time windows to perform Naive Bayes classification on
streaming data with no latency.

Example: Sex classification

This topic uses the example described at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier#Sex_classification

This example performs sex classification based on height, weight and the foot size of each
person. These factors are assumed to have strong independence.

Training

To use a Naive Bayes classifier in s-Server, you both train and test the classifier on streaming
data on a continuous basis.

Training the classifier involves computing the average and standard deviation for each of
height, weight & foot size for males as well as females.

Shown below are examples SQL for average and standard deviations.

SELECT STREAM *,

    AVG(CASE WHEN gender = 'M' THEN height ELSE NULL END) OVER w AS avg_male_height,

    STDDEV_SAMP(CASE WHEN gender = 'M' THEN height ELSE NULL END) OVER w

stddev_male_height,

    AVG(CASE WHEN gender = 'F' THEN height ELSE NULL END) OVER w AS avg_female_height,

    STDDEV_SAMP(CASE WHEN gender = 'F' THEN height ELSE NULL END) OVER w

stddev_female_height,

    AVG(CASE WHEN gender = 'M' THEN weight ELSE NULL END) OVER w AS avg_male_weight,

    STDDEV_SAMP(CASE WHEN gender = 'M' THEN weight ELSE NULL END) OVER w

stddev_male_weight,

    AVG(CASE WHEN gender = 'F' THEN weight ELSE NULL END) OVER w AS avg_female_weight,

    STDDEV_SAMP(CASE WHEN gender = 'F' THEN weight ELSE NULL END) OVER w

stddev_female_weight,

    AVG(CASE WHEN gender = 'M' THEN foot_size ELSE NULL END) OVER w AS

avg_male_foot_size,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier#Sex_classification
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    STDDEV_SAMP(CASE WHEN gender = 'M' THEN foot_size ELSE NULL END) OVER w

stddev_male_foot_size,

    AVG(CASE WHEN gender = 'F' THEN foot_size ELSE NULL END) OVER w AS

avg_female_foot_size,

    STDDEV_SAMP(CASE WHEN gender = 'F' THEN foot_size ELSE NULL END) OVER w

stddev_female_foot_size

FROM data_stream

-- WINDOW w AS(RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING) -- limited training data size

WINDOW w AS (RANGE UNBOUNDED PRECEDING); -- unbounded window means entire history of

the data stream is the training data size.

Each streaming row generates up-to-date values for AVG and STDDEV_SAMP that are
based on the complete history of the data stream.

Testing

To use Naive Bayes, you take the data above and plug it into the formulae below, where:

Where:

  is STDDEV_SAMP() calculated above for each sex.

and

  is AVG() calculated above for each sex.

Similarly for females

Evidence is calculated as follows

And
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4 Using Pumps to Create Processing Pipelines

By default, each stream query in SQLstream is run independently from all other stream
queries. However, it is often desirable for either performance or consistency reasons to share
the output of one query as input to one or more other queries.

A potential complexity arises from three facts:

1. that queries can be inserted or closed dynamically while SQLstream is processing
streams,

2. that data can arrive at varying rates, and

3. that data can be emitted at varying rates after being processed.

In this context, ensuring that all such queries receive identical input from the time each of
them becomes active requires some forethought.

In SQLstream this goal is accomplished by defining a stream that all such queries will listen
for, and then creating a pump to feed that stream. The pump is based on the source views or
queries. Using the pump compensates for the variations in the timing of the data sources.
Using the stream that the pump feeds ensures that every query listening for that stream sees
the same set of results.

This procedure enables "processing pipelines," that is, modular sequences of processing
steps, where each step performs filtering, aggregation, and transformation, providing its
results to downstream consumers. Each such step thus also provides a public junction
where its results may be

· inspected for debugging purposes,

· analyzed for SLAs or regulatory compliance,

· selected and repurposed by streams in other processing pipelines,

· pumped into sink adapters or other streams, or

· subscribed by JDBC client applications.

5 Creating Streaming JOINs

A Streaming JOIN refers to a JOIN in a streaming query where at least one of the relations
being joined is a stream. 

Streaming joins work just like regular table joins, but subject to the considerations implicit in
dealing with streams, that is, rolling windows and rowtimes:

· Rolling windows. A window defined on a stream is a rolling (sliding) window. As
the current time progresses, the window excludes some rows while adding others.
As a result, rows output by the join are generated incrementally. 
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Note: With rolling windows, an output row will be produced only once by a match
on a given pair of tuples from the left and right input streams. In other words, an
output row already produced by a prior match will not be produced again when a
subsequent identical match is identified.

· Output rowtimes. All output rows are produced in order of non-descending
rowtime. (It is valid to have multiple output rows with the same rowtime.) The
rowtime of a given output row is the rowtime at the point it was possible to
calculate the output row:

o For an inner join, the rowtime of an output row is the later of the rowtimes of the
two input rows. This is also true for an outer join in which matching input rows
are found.

o For outer joins in which a match is not found, the rowtime of an output row is the
later of the following two times:

§ the rowtime of the input row for which a match was not found, or

§ the later bound of the window of the other input stream at the point any
possible match passed out of the window.

All streaming joins are implicitly windowed joins between the affected streams. If no explicit
window is specified, the window specification CURRENT ROW is used.

Join limitations

· Guavus s-Server does not support left, right or full outer join operations applied to
relations.

Stream-Window Joins Overview

Streaming joins take place over a time-based subset of records. By default, these subsets
are ordered by row timestamps: rows from each stream whose ROWTIME values match are
joined according to the JOIN condition.

A join with an explicit window is called a windowed join. This example matches bids and asks
by ticker, shares, and price within a ten-second window. It is written with an inline window
specification.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "MatchBidsAndAsks"

DESCRIPTION 'match bids and asks for each ticker over a 10-second time window' AS

SELECT STREAM

  B.ROWTIME AS "bidTime",

  A.ROWTIME AS "askTime",

  B."ticker",

  B."shares" AS "bidShares",

  B."price" AS "bidPrice",

  A."shares" AS "askShares",

  A."price" AS "askPrice"

FROM SALES.BIDS OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' SECOND PRECEDING) AS B

JOIN SALES.ASKS OVER (ROWS CURRENT ROW) AS A ON A."ticker" = B."ticker"
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  AND A."shares" = B."shares"

  AND A."price" = B."price";

For readability, or for reuse of a window specification within a query, you can use a WINDOW
alias to define a named window. Here is the above example rewritten to use a WINDOW
alias:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "MatchBidsAndAsks"

DESCRIPTION 'match bids and asks for each ticker over a 10-second time window' AS

SELECT STREAM

  B.ROWTIME AS "bidTime",

  A.ROWTIME AS "askTime",

  B."ticker",

  B."shares" AS "bidShares",

  B."price" AS "bidPrice",

  A."shares" AS "askShares",

  A."price" AS "askPrice"

FROM SALES.BIDS OVER "lastTenSeconds" AS B

JOIN SALES.ASKS OVER (ROWS CURRENT ROW)AS A ON A."ticker" = B."ticker"

  AND A."shares" = B."shares"

  AND A."price" = B."price"

WINDOW "lastTenSeconds" AS (RANGE INTERVAL '10' SECOND PRECEDING);

Using Windows to Correlate and Join Streams

It's not usually meaningful to join two streams without using a "window" on one of them
because the instantaneous content of the second stream is likely to be empty - the rowtimes
of tuples in each stream would have to match exactly. In effect, every time a new tuple arrives
in the stream, you can compare it to a sliding window of data in other streams (or stream
views). The sliding window can be a time range (going back from now), or a number of rows. 

SELECT STREAM

       LF."accountNumber",

       "loginFailureCount",

       "transactionType",

        "amount"

  FROM "SuspectLoginFailures" AS LF

  JOIN "Transactions" AS TX

                    OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING)

                    ON LF."accountNumber" = TX."accountNumber"

 WHERE ("transactionType" = 'isDebit');

Using a WINDOW alias

You can factor out the RANGE INTERVAL window by giving it an alias, as in this equivalent
SQL definition:

SELECT STREAM

       "SuspectLoginFailures"."accountNumber",

       "loginFailureCount",

       "transactionType",

       "amount"

  FROM "SuspectLoginFailures"  OVER "lastFew"

  JOIN "Transactions" OVER "lastFew"

         ON "SuspectLoginFailures"."accountNumber" = "Transactions"."accountNumber"

 WHERE ("transactionType" = 'isDebit')

WINDOW "lastFew" AS (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING);
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Using a separate WINDOW definition is particularly useful when joining a stream to two or
more other streams as it is easier to maintain (for example, if you want to increase the gap
from one minute to two.

Row-based windows, defined by row counts - SQL ROWS

As well as using time-based windows, you can simply use a defined number of rows (row-
based windows).

SELECT STREAM

       ticker,

       MIN("price") OVER w AS PriceMin,

       MAX("price") OVER w AS PriceMax,

  FROM sales.bids

WINDOW w AS (ROWS BETWEEN 3 PRECEDING AND 0 FOLLOWING);

(See Windowed Aggregation on Streams.)

Note

When several streams are joined, the "secondary" streams don't all have to use the same
WINDOW. They can also mix ROWS and INTERVAL windows.

6 Query Patterns

This section provides some examples of common use cases streaming query patterns,
including periodic reports, service level agreements, and periodic input/output.

6.2 Appendix: Periodic Reports

A periodic report is a summary of activity over a time period, such as a daily sales report or
an hourly traffic report. It's easy to create such reports in SQL with GROUP BY. 

SQL standard intervals are in units of years, months, days, hours, minutes, and seconds. But
what if you want a summary report for each 8-hour shift in the day, or an interim report at 3pm
and a final report at 6pm each day? These are requirements for partitioned streaming
aggregations over unusual intervals.

Here's an example of creating GROUP BY reports at 8 A.M. and 4 P.M. with partitioning by
ticker.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "ShiftReports"

DESCRIPTION

  '24x7 round-the-world trading, summarized in two 8-hour shift reports each day'

AS

SELECT STREAM

  "ticker",

  COUNT(*) AS "bids",

  SUM("shares") AS "shares",

  CAST(SUM("shares" * "price") AS DECIMAL(10,2)) AS "amounts"

FROM SALES.BIDS AS B

GROUP BY

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '8' HOUR TO DAY),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '16' HOUR TO DAY),
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  "ticker";

Rows are output anytime some column in the GROUP BY list changes, which for the above
example will be your chosen intervals, every day at 8am and 4pm.

This technique of converting intervals to DAY is very useful for handling or reporting any
general uneven intervals groupings.

For even intervals, the following code is of interest:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "ShiftReports-10sec"

 DESCRIPTION

   '24x7 round-the-world trading, summarized in 10-second reports each day'

 AS

 SELECT STREAM

   "ticker",

   COUNT(*) AS "bids",

   SUM("shares") AS "shares",

   CAST(SUM("shares" * "price") AS DECIMAL(10,2)) AS "amounts"

 FROM SALES.BIDS AS B

 GROUP BY

   FLOOR((B.ROWTIME - TIMESTAMP '1970-01-01 00:00:00') SECOND / 10 to second),

   "ticker";

TIMESTAMP '1970-01-01 00:00:00' is an arbitrary timestamp (in this case the epoch). The
subtraction gives an interval in seconds. This example provides six summary reports each
minute, for each 10-second interval, and is equivalent to the next example. In
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-Server/examples/querypatterns/periodic you can find a catalog.sql
script with the code for the ShiftReports view above, plus a DataGen configuration file to
generate a stream of SALES.BIDS sample data. The
SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/querypatterns/agg/sales.bids.random.set.xml file generates
5000 rows at a rate of 10 per second. This is a bit more than 8 minutes of data, not enough to
produce any aggregated output from ShiftReports. But you probably weren't willing to wait 8
hours for your first aggregated rows, anyway. So consider this shorter-attention-span
simulation:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "ShiftReports-10sec"

DESCRIPTION

  '24x7 round-the-world trading, summarized in 10-second reports each day'

AS

SELECT STREAM

  "ticker",

  COUNT(*) AS "bids",

  SUM("shares") AS "shares",

  CAST(SUM("shares" * "price") AS DECIMAL(10,2)) AS "amounts"

FROM SALES.BIDS AS B

GROUP BY

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '10' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '20' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '30' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '40' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '50' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  "ticker";
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This view is also provided in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-
Server/examples/querypatterns/periodic/catalog.sql. ShiftReports-10sec produces
aggregated output for each ticker every 10 seconds. An in-depth analysis of input and ouput
data for this example can be found at Appendix: Periodic Reports - Input and Output.

6.3 Appendix: Periodic Reports - Input and Output

The Periodic Reports examples include ShiftReports-10sec which produces aggregated
output for each ticker every 10 seconds. 

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "ShiftReports-10sec"

DESCRIPTION '24x7 round-the-world trading, summarized in 10-second reports each day'

AS

SELECT STREAM

  "ticker",

  COUNT(*) AS "bids",

  SUM("shares") AS "shares",

  CAST(SUM("shares" * "price") AS DECIMAL(10,2)) AS "amounts"

FROM SALES.BIDS AS B

GROUP BY

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '10' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '20' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '30' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '40' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '50' SECOND TO MINUTE),

  "ticker";

This analysis involved adding three new columns, amount, total shares, and total amt. The
Calc file is included at $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/querypatterns/periodic/ShiftReports-
10sec.ods. The total shares and total amt values are calculated to aggregate the per-ticker
values within each 10-second grouping.

SQLstream's streaming GROUP BY uses the time-based grouping clauses to identify time-
period cut-off points for incoming ROWTIMEs. Aggregations are performed for each ticker
during a given time period. At each cut-off point, the current per-ticker aggregations are output
and reset for the next time period.

The incoming data starts with ROWTIME 12:12:52.00. (SQLstream ROWTIMEs are in
milliseconds, but in this example Calc shows them rounded to hundredths of a second.) The
time-based grouping clauses specify 10-second time periods starting at the top of each
minute, e.g., hh:mm:00, hh:mm:10, hh:mm:20, etc. So, this input data's first time period will
end just before 12:13:00.

This means that the arrival of a row with a ROWTIME >= 12:13:00 triggers the output of the
first time period's aggregations. 

7 Generating Test Data with DataGen

DataGen is a program which generates test data for SQLstream applications, and pushes the
data into a defined s-Server stream using the SQLstream JDBC Driver as described in the
JDBC Driver section of the Integration Guide.
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It is supplied either as part of the distributed SQLstream product or as part of the Client Tools
download from the SQLstream website (via SQLstream-6.0.0-clienttools-linux.run or
SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-windows.exe). 

DataGen uses two kinds of spec files written in XML, stored in a directory called "config."
These can be combined into the same XML file, though separating the two is a recommended
process.

· A TupleRule XML document tells Datagen what kind of data to generate, describing the
rules for generating sample data for each column in a tuple (row). The format of a
TupleRule document is defined by TupleRule.xsd.

· A DataSet XML document tells Datagen how to deliver this data, in terms of timeframe,
pattern, intensity, and so on, describing the rules for generating a sequence of tuples. The
format of a DataSet document is defined by DataSet.xsd. A DataSet doc may either refer to
an external TupleRule file (recommended) or may contain an embedded TupleRule
element.

Guavus s-Server ships with sample spec files, which are installed in $opt/sqlstream/
.XXX/clienttools/datagen/conf/samples.

However, you will most likely want to write TupleRules and DataSets which mimic your real-
world conditions.

DataGen performs a validating parse of TupleRule and DataSet instance documents using
the XSD schema definition documents. To take advantage of schema validation and self-
documenting annotations in the XSDs, we recommend you use a a schema-aware authoring
tool such as XMLSpy to create TupleRule and DataSet instance documents.

Executing DataGen

You execute DataGen from the command line as follows.

Linux:

datagen.sh [options] rulefile rulefile ...

Windows:

datagen.cmd [options] rulefile rulefile ...

where "rulefile" is a spec file such as sales.bids.random.set.xml

DataGen Options

Options are specified from the command line and are defined below. In Linux typical use
might be something like the following:

datagen.sh -t -v -u jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570 conf/samples/sales.bids.fast.set.xml

A Windows example would work similarly, with "datagen.cmd" substituted for "datagen.sh".
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Option Parameters Explanation

-c, --config= <dir> Specifies filesystem path to local DataGen config directory.

--repeat <num> number of times to repeat the data set default is 1

--
streamSuffixBegin

<num> Specifies beginning value of the integer suffix for the
stream name. Not commonly used.

--streamSuffixEnd <num> Specifies ending value of the integer suffix for the stream
name. Not commonly used.

-f, --file= <filename> Specifies filesystem path to output CSV file. Only
applicable if "csv" selected for sinktype.

-h, --help Displays help. 

-n, --username= <username> Specifies username (if necessary) for connection to
SQLstream server.

-p, --password= <password> Specifies password (if necessary) for connection to
SQLstream server.

-s, --sink= <sinktype> Specifies data sink type: "stream", "null", or "csv"
Default=stream.

-t, --timing Requests a final message with times & row rates, which
goes to stdout.

-u, --uri= <uri> Specifies JDBC URI for SQLstream server. 

Example: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://host:port

-v, --verbose Enable verbose output. This option requests a few
start/stop/progress messages, which go to stdout.

XML spec files

XML files are specified from the command line after options, and can be one or one or more
Tuple or DataSet rules.

<TupleRule>

The TupleRule determines the content and form of the date itself. You write these to mimic
the kind of data you want to test in Guavus s-Server.

The tag itself contains two attributes
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· note: Optional note to describe purpose or characteristics of this tuple rule, for change
history and so on. Attributes: date, version.

· sink: Data sink specification. Attributes: schema (name for sink object), name (stream,
view, table)

The following rules are enclosed within the <TupleRule> tag. Any of the following rules can be
specified in any order. Attributes are defined in another table following.

Rule Descripti
on

Attributes and Example

LongDataRule Rule for
generating
long data.

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap. 
LongRuleAttributes: first, last, step
Example:
<LongDataRule name="shares" first="300" last="700" step="20"/>

This rule would generate a series of values for a column named
"shares," starting at 300 and increasing in increments of 20 until it
reaches 700.

TimeDataRule Rule for
generating
datetime
data.

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap.
TimeRuleAttributes: first, last, pattern, step.
Example:
<TimeDataRule name="time" first="*" last="*+7200000"
step="600000"/>

Note: "*" tells Datagen to start with current time. This rule would
generate a series of values for a column named "time," starting at
the current time when the rule is called and increasing in
increments of 600000 milliseconds until it reaches 7200000
milliseconds from the starting time

DoubleDataRule Rule for
generating
double-
precision
data. 

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap.
DoubleRuleAttributes: first, last, precision, step.
Example:
<DoubleDataRule name="price" first="15.00" last="20.00"
step="0.50" precision="2"/>

This rule uses a double value in order to implement floating point
variables (15.5, 16.5, 17.5, and so on). See
http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/double_variables.html for
more information. This rule would generate a series of values for
a column named "price," starting at 15 and increasing in
increments of .50 until it reaches 20.

Note: Precision refers to the number of decimal points retained. If
undeclared or zero, all decimal points are preserved

StringDataRule Rule for
generating
string data.

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap.
StringRuleAttributes: phraseCount
Example:
<StringDataRule name="_commentAlpha">
        <item>A</item>
        <item>B</item>
        <item>C</item>
      </StringDataRule>

http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/double_variables.html
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This rule would generate a series of values for a column called
"_commentAlpha", starting at A and ending at C. Note: Any number
of items can be defined using the <item> tag.

CompoundDataRule Rule for
generating
formatted
data from
multiple
constituent
rules.

Name, format.
CompoundDataRule also constituent DataRules enclosed in its
tag.
Example:
<CompoundDataRule name="comment" format="sample
comment">
      <StringDataRule name="_commentAlpha">
        <item>A</item>
        <item>B</item>
        <item>C</item>
      </StringDataRule>
      <LongDataRule name="_commentNum" first="1" last="3"
step="1"/>
    </CompoundDataRule>

This rule would generate a concatenated column called
"comment," with values "A1," "B2," and "C3".

Definition of attributes for above

Attribute Type Description Values

name STRING Name of column

randomize BOOLEAN Whether
randomization should
be done

true => generate randomized data;
false => generate linear data that might also
wrap

seed LONG A positive
randomization seed

Only used if randomize is true.

wrap BOOLEAN Wrap to beginning of
data range.

true, false
Only applies if randomize is false.

first Use the same type as
in the rule being
applied.

Used as starting or
minimum value in
generating data
values.

last Use the same type as
in the rule being
applied.

Used as ending or
maximum value.

step Use the same type as
in the rule being
applied.

Step size (default is 1). 0

precision INT Precision refers to the
number of decimal
points retained. If
undeclared or zero, all
decimal points are
preserved.

< 0 means ALL (only applies to
DoubleDataRule)
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<TupleRule> Example

The rule below produces tuples with the following columns: time, ticker, shares, price,
expiryMs, comment.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TupleRule 

        xmlns="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0" 

        xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

        xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0 ../TupleRule.xsd">

    <note version="0.3" date="2008-06-18">linear rules for sales.bids stream</note>

    <sink schema="SALES" name="BIDS" />

    <!-- stream columns: time, ticker, shares, price, expiryMs, comment -->

    <TimeDataRule name="time" first="*" last="*+7200000" step="600000"/>

    <StringDataRule name="ticker">

        <item>SQLS</item>

        <item>ORCL</item>

        <item>MSFT</item>

        <item>ADBE</item>

    </StringDataRule>

    <LongDataRule name="shares" first="300" last="700" step="200"/>

    <DoubleDataRule name="price" first="15.00" last="20.00" step="0.50"

precision="2"/>

    <LongDataRule name="expiryMs" first="600000" last="18000000" step="60000"/>

    <CompoundDataRule name="comment" format="sample comment %s-%d">

      <StringDataRule name="_commentAlpha">

        <item>A</item>

        <item>B</item>

        <item>C</item>

      </StringDataRule>

      <LongDataRule name="_commentNum" first="1" last="3" step="1"/>

    </CompoundDataRule>

</TupleRule>

DataGen and rowtimes

When working with streams, ROWTIME is a special column. ROWTIME is typically a
system-defined column of type TIMESTAMP, included in every stream definition. Rows in a
stream always have monotonically ascending values for ROWTIME. However, you can also
explicitly set a value for ROWTIME. When you do so, the explicit value of ROWTIME
substitutes for the explicit system-defined ROWTIME column.

To specify a ROWTIME value, you will need to write a TimeDataRule with a column named
ROWTIME. The name "ROWTIME" tells s-Server to substitute this value for the system-
generated value.

Using fixed ROWTIMEs

When you set an explicit ROWTIME, you cause the sink (target) stream rowtime bounds to
be set to a datetime in the past. 

Before running DataGen with an explicitly defined ROWTIME, you should restart Guavus s-
Server to reset the sink stream's rowtimes before running a DataSet with fixed rowtimes
Otherwise, rows from the second run will be rejected as being older than the last ROWTIME
as set by the 1st run. Restarting SQLstream leaves stream rowtime bounds unconstrained
until the first row (or rowtime bound) has been processed.
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Note: Even you set ROWTIME to a future time, are used in the test, the start timestamp is
still earlier than the end timestamp, and the Guavus s-Server should be restarted to clear
stream rowtime bounds.

You can also clear stream rowtimes by dropping and recreating the stream.

Using current ROWTIMEs

Current times can be expressed using simple contemporaneous date-time specs wherever a
timestamp value is required:

"*" current-time when constructor runs.

"**" current-time each time a row is generated

"*+nnnn" current-time plus delta in milliseconds.

"*-nnnn" current-time minus delta in milliseconds.

<DataSet> Attributes

The <DataSet> tag determines how data is delivered. The following attributes, specified in a
DataSet document, describe the amount, pattern, and frequency of tuples (rows) generated.
The following are all attributes of the <DataSet> tag.
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Attribute Type Description

start DATE Date/time when DataGen should begin streaming data. If value
is zero, DataGen will start immediately.

Example:
2014-10-22T21:30:00.0Z

stop DATE Date/time when DataGen should stop streaming data. If value is
zero, DataGen will run forever or until tuple count is reached.

Example:
2014-10-22T21:30:00.0Z

commit BOOLEA
N

Auto or manual commit mode.

True = Autocommit on

tupleStyle CHAR The tupleStyle enum must be one of {none, steady, random, bursty}. These

indicate the pattern of data generation: 
none. This generates no tuples, rowtime bounds (punctuation) are sent if
punctStyle=TUPLE.

steady: tuples delivered by a millisecond interval determined by tupleInterval

random: tuples delivered at random interval, <i>n</i> millis, where 0 <=
<i>n</i> <= tupleInterval

bursty: tuples delivered in bursts set by burstCount. Interval between tuples
in milliseconds is determined by tupleInterval. Interval between bursts in
milliseconds is determined by burstInterval.

tupleCount LONG Total tuples (rows) to be generated.

tupleInterval LONG Milliseconds between tuples (rows) generated.

burstCount LONG Number of tuples per burst.

Only applies if bursty is selected for tupleStyle.

burstInterval LONG Milliseconds between bursts.

Only applies if bursty is selected for tupleStyle.

punctStyle STATIC
ENUM

The punctStyle enum must be one of {none, tuple, burst}.
Whether and how to send a rowtime bound.

none: no explicit rowtime bound (punctuation) sent.

tuple: explicit rowtime bound (punctuation) sent after each tuple.

burst: explicit rowtime bound (punctuation) sent after each burst.

finalPunct DATE Date/time of final rowtime bound. If value is zero, no final
rowtime bound will be sent.

finalPause LONG Milliseconds between last tuple and stream close.

maximumRate LONG Maximum rate in tuples per second.

A DataSet document can also have a <note> tag, which has version and date attributes and
contains a description of the dataset:
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  <note version="0.1" date="2007-07-30">5000-row bursty test with linear data and

burst punctuation</note>

A DataSet document can also link to an external TupleRuleFile document. We recommend
defining TupleRules in external documents. This lets you define multiple datasets using the
same TupleRule:

  <TupleRuleFile href="sales.bids.linear.row.xml"/>

Example

The following example defines a data set and links to an external TupleRule file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<DataSet

  xmlns="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0"

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

  xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0 ../DataSet.xsd"

  start="2006-10-22T21:30:00.0Z"

  stop="2006-10-22T21:30:30.0Z"

  commit="auto"

  tupleStyle="bursty"

  tupleCount="5000"

  tupleInterval="0"

  burstCount="25"

  burstInterval="500"

  punctStyle="burst"

  finalPause="2000" >

  <note version="0.1" date="2007-07-30">5000-row bursty test with linear data and

burst punctuation</note>

  <TupleRuleFile href="sales.bids.linear.row.xml"/>

</DataSet>

Combined Example

You can combine <DataSet> and <TupleRule> in the same file (though this practice is not
recommended because it provides less flexibility in terms of separating data format from data
delivery.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<DataSet

  xmlns="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0"

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

  xsi:schemaLocation=

        "http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0 ../../datagen/DataSet.xsd"

  start="2006-10-22T21:30:00.0Z"

  stop="2006-10-22T21:30:30.0Z"

  tupleStyle="steady"

  tupleCount="5000"

  tupleInterval="100"

  burstCount="0"

  burstInterval="0"

  punctStyle="none"

  finalPause="2000" >

  <note version="0.1" date="2008-07-10">5000 random bids on several tickers,

10/sec</note>

  <TupleRule>

    <note version="0.1"
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          date="2008-07-10">random rules for sales.bids stream</note>

    <sink schema="SALES" name="BIDS" />

    <!-- stream columns: time, ticker, shares, price, expiryMs, comment -->

    <TimeDataRule name="time" randomize="true" seed="13" first="*" last="*+7200000"/>

    <StringDataRule name="ticker" randomize="true" seed="17">

        <item>SQLS</item>

        <item>ORCL</item>

        <item>MSFT</item>

        <item>ADBE</item>

    </StringDataRule>

    <LongDataRule name="shares" randomize="true" seed="19"

        first="300" last="700" step="100"/>

    <DoubleDataRule name="price" randomize="true" seed="23"

        first="15.00" last="200.00" step="5.00" precision="2"/>

  </TupleRule>

</DataSet>

DataGen property file

Using the property file datagen.properties you can specify URI, username and password. For
SQLstream these properties can usually be defaulted:

Property name Default Description

datagen.datasink.jdbc.uri jdbc:sqlstream: default sink (target) JDBC URI

datagen.datasink.jdbc.user sa username for server connections

datagen.datasink.jdbc.pass (none) password for server connections

8 Running Demo Applications

Guavus s-Server ships with several demo applications. Each is designed to illustrate one or
more particular aspects of the SQLstream system, its tools, or a type of streaming data
application.

The demos are as follows:

· Mochi. Simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by phone or web, as well as
withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number.

· Hamachi. Streaming aggregations, windowed JOINs.

Source code, scripts, and other files needed for each demo are in the directory
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo.

8.1 The Mochi Demo

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by
phone or web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. 

If you install s-Server on a Linux machine with a graphical interface, the Mochi demo is
installed as a shortcut on your desktop. When you launch this shortcut by double-clicking it,
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the Mochi demo automatically installs a catalog into s-Server, generates test data using
datagen, and launches a browser that displays data in s-Dashboard, displaying these clusters
as a table, map, and chart:

Note: the Linux server user who runs the Mochi demo must be using the latest version of
Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome in order to work.

Running the Mochi Demo

To run the Mochi demo, do one of the following:

· Double-click the Run Mochi Demo icon in the SQLstream folder on your desktop.

· From a terminal, run $SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/mochi/runDemo.sh

When you run the Mochi script, it does the following:

1. Creates the Mochi schema, including streams and pumps to move data around and
views to apply analytics to the data and condition this data for display in s-
Dashboard.

2. Generates test data using Datagen.

3. Launches s-Dashboard. To view s-Dashboard, you need to launch a browser and
point it to the address set up by your system administrator during s-Server
installation. The default address is localhost:5595.

Running the Mochi demo on a Linux machine with no GUI

If your machine does not have a GUI, you can run the script in
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/mochi called runDemo.sh.

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/4.0.XXX/s-Server. 

This is the same script that is run when you click the desktop icon. When the script detects
that your system has no browser installed, it will print out a message that includes the URL on
which the demo runs. You can then point to this URL from any machine that can access it
(including Windows machines) in order to view the demo.

Dashboards 

To launch s-Dashboard, open a browser and enter localhost:5595/dashboards

The home page for s-Dashboard appears:
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The Dashboards home page lets you launch four different dashboards. The first three offer
combinations of a map with login failure alerts by geographical locations, and either a chart of
failed logins or a table of geographical locations. The fourth, Stoplight, flags login failures by
yellow (

Main Dashboard
with Graph Panel

Main Dashboard with No Graph Panel

Dashboard with
Map and Table

Stoplight Dashboard

Stopping Mochi

To stop the Mochi demo, do one of the following:

· Click the Stop Mochi Demo icon on your desktop. 

· From a terminal, run $SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/mochi/stopDemo.sh

This will stop all pumps, datagens, webAgent and s-Dashboard instances started by the
Mochi demo.
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Mochi Data

The Mochi demo gathers simulated data on phone login events and web login events, then
analyzes this data to identify clusters of failed login attempts. It tracks data using the following
columns.

Columns for Phone Login Events

Column Explanation

recNo A unique record id for the event.

ts Timestamp for the event

accountNumber Eleven digit number.

callerId Number from which phone transaction was initiated.

directDial Number dialed at bank.

customerId Fifteen digit number.

Stream for Phone Login Events

SQLstream uses streams to capture dynamically changing data so that this data can be
queried with SQL. The stream used to capture data for Mochi's web login events is called
WebLoginEvents and is created with the following block of SQL:

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "PhoneLoginEvents"

    ("recNo" INTEGER,

    "ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

    "accountNumber" INTEGER,

    "loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

    "callerId" VARCHAR(32),

    "directDial" VARCHAR(32),

    "customerId" INTEGER)

    DESCRIPTION 'Logins from the phone system';

Web Login Events and Parsing Log Files

The Mochi demo uses the Extensible Common Data adapter to tail and parse a sample log
file from a web server to track web login events. See the topic Reading from the File System
in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

The Extensible Common Data adapter uses a foreign stream to capture data. The code for a
sample foreign stream is as follows:

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "WebLoginEvents"

    ("recNo" INTEGER,

     "ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

     "accountNumber" INTEGER,

     "loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

     "sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

     "destIP" VARCHAR(32),

     "customerId" INTEGER)
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    SERVER "FileReaderServer"

    OPTIONS (

        directory '/tmp/mochi',

        filename_pattern 'web_login\.log',

        parser 'CSV',

        encoding 'UTF-8',

        skip_header 'true')

    DESCRIPTION 'Login stream from web app';

Views of Events

Once the Mochi demo has created streams to gather data on the demo's events, it uses
views to generate relationships between the streams' data. For example, the following code
combines phone login events with the phone numbers' location. 

-- Enhance the Phone Login events with location information parsed from "phoneLoc"

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "PhoneLoginEventsWithLocation"

    DESCRIPTION 'Phone login events enriched by geo-lookup'

    AS

    SELECT STREAM

        "recNo", "ts", "accountNumber", "loginSuccessful",

        "callerId", "directDial", "customerId",

        CAST(PLE.r.countryCode AS CHAR(2)) AS "countryCode",

        CAST(PLE.r.countryName AS VARCHAR(34)) AS "countryName",

        CAST(PLE.r.city AS VARCHAR(32)) AS "city",

        CAST(PLE.r.region AS CHAR(2)) AS "region",

        CAST(PLE.r.lat AS DECIMAL(8,5)) AS "lat",

        CAST(PLE.r.lon AS DECIMAL(8,5)) AS "lon"

    FROM (

        SELECT STREAM

            *,

            -- getPhoneLocation output:

'countryCode,country,city,state/region,lat,lon'

            VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE("phoneLoc",

                'countryCode, countryName, city, region, lat, lon', ',') AS r

        FROM "PhoneLoginEvents2") AS PLE;

Other views identify suspect login events by combining data from web login streams and
phone login streams, then identifying account numbers with more than three failed login
attempts in a minute:

-- Second step of three in Mochi's Fraud Detection Use Case

-- Identify suspect login failures by examining the single stream containing

-- Phone Login events and Web Login events and select those login events

-- where there are more than 3 failed logins within one minute. THis is done

-- with an ISO Standard SQL WINDOW after selecting failed logins from the

-- combined Telephone and Web LoginEvents.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "SuspectLoginFailures"

    DESCRIPTION 'Windowed stream view to detect groups of failed logins'

    AS

    SELECT STREAM
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        "accountNumber",

        -- "loginFailureCount",

        "webFail", "phoneFail",

        "city", "region", "lat", "lon"

    FROM (

        SELECT STREAM

            "accountNumber",

            -- COUNT(*) OVER "lastMinute" AS "loginFailureCount",

            SUM(MOCHI_UTIL.CMI("accessType", 'WEB')) OVER "lastMinute" AS "webFail",

            SUM(MOCHI_UTIL.CMI("accessType", 'PHONE')) OVER "lastMinute" AS

"phoneFail",

            "city", "region", "lat", "lon"

        FROM "LoginEvents"

        WHERE NOT "loginSuccessful"

        WINDOW "lastMinute" AS (

            PARTITION BY "accountNumber"

            ORDER BY "LoginEvents".ROWTIME

            RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING))

    WHERE "webFail" + "phoneFail" > 3;

Modifying Mochi Data

To change the amount, rate, and type of data generated, modify the xml files in <%S-
SERVER_HOME%>/demo/mochi/datagen

For more information on Datagen, see the topic Generating Test Data with DataGen.

8.2 The Hamachi Demo

The Hamachi demo is designed to show how you can use SQLstream to analyze Web visitor
traffic over 3, 7, 15 and 30 day windows. To do so, the demo makes extensive use of views.

The Hamachi demo is located in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/hamachi. It consists of:

· hamachi.sql. This file is read by sqllineClient to create the schema.

· A datagen folder with scripts for generating input data: events.random.25k.set.xml
and events.random.25k.set.xml, as well as datagen, an slink to datagen.

· A perl folder with two debugging scripts:

o watchevents.pl — retrieves hamachi.events

o watchevents.sh — wrapper for watchevents.pl that sets CLASSPATH

Note: Perl integration with JDBC is supported using three CPAN modules: Inline, Inline::Java,
and JDBC. You need to install these to get the Hamachi demo to work.

Running the Hamachi Demo

To run the Hamachi demo:
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1. Navigate to  $SQLSTREAMHOME/bin

2. Open sqllineClient: 

      ./sqllineClient

3. Enter !run ../demo/hamachi/hamachi.sql to create the Hamachi schema. (You must be
in the $SQLSTREAMHOME/bin directory for this script to work.

4. Open another terminal.

5. Navigate to demo/hamachi/datagen and enter $../../../../clienttools/datagen/datagen.sh
events.random.25k.set.xml

6. Open s-Studio.

7. Select Schemas > Hamachi > Views

8. Right click on analytics_01x and choose Inspect.

JDBC Driver and Perl

Perl integration with JDBC is supported using three CPAN modules: Inline, Inline::Java, and
JDBC. You need to install these modules in order to get Perl to work with JDBC. See
http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html for more information on installing CPAN
modules.

To get these modules to work with all versions of Perl, you also need to install the following
patch for the JDBC driver to SqlStreamJdbc_Complete.jar:

https://github.com/russt/pm-JDBC

Finally, in order to get the Hamachi demo to work correctly, you need to edit the file
watchevents.sh so that the CLASSPATH points to the patched SqlStreamJdbc_Complete.jar

9 Using UDXs and UDFs for Analysis

User Defined Functions and Transforms

SQLstream enables programmers to add functionality by defining routines of several kinds as
described below:

User-Defined Routine -- Any user-defined program object - the generic term for a User-
Defined Function, User-Defined Procedure or User-Defined Transform.

User-Defined Function -- A UDF is a User-Defined Routine that returns a scalar value.
SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL functions.

User-Defined Procedure -- A type of User-Defined Routine that accepts zero or more
parameters but does not return a value.

http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html
http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html
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User Defined Transform -- A special type of User Defined Routine that accepts zero or more
relations as input and returns a streaming relation as output. Also known as a UDX.

Using UDFs - the Geolocation example

Creating user-defined functions can be a multi-step process, especially when implemented
externally via Java code.

To help explain things, let's examine the process of creating a few user-defined functions to
help deal with Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for use in geolocation.

Creating UDFs in SQL

We'll begin by creating user-defined functions in SQL that help us manipulate measurements
in degrees.

First, create a new schema to handle our extensions and set the schema and path to point to
it:

CREATE SCHEMA geolocate_sql;

SET SCHEMA 'geolocate_sql';

SET PATH 'geolocate_sql';

Next, create a function that extracts the fractional portion of a degree measurement.

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN degrees - FLOOR(degrees)

;

Next, use get_fraction to build a UDF that extracts minutes from a degree measurement:

CREATE FUNCTION get_minutes( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN CAST( (get_fraction(degrees) * 60.0) as INTEGER )

;

With both of these functions in hand, you can build yet another UDF to extract seconds:

CREATE FUNCTION get_seconds( degrees DOUBLE )

  RETURNS INTEGER

  CONTAINS SQL

  RETURN CAST(((get_fraction(degrees) * 3600.0) - ((get_minutes(degrees) * 60)))

                as INTEGER )

;

You can now create one more function that brings them all together to convert from degrees
in decimal format to a fully specified string indicating degrees, minutes, and seconds:

CREATE FUNCTION to_dms( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS VARCHAR(20)

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN

        ( CAST( CAST(degrees AS INTEGER) AS VARCHAR(20) ) ||
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        'd ' ||

        CAST( get_minutes(degrees) AS VARCHAR(20) ) ||

        'm ' ||

        CAST( get_seconds(degrees) AS VARCHAR(20) ) ||

        's' )

;

Creating UDFs in Java

In the previous section, you created four user-defined functions using SQL. Though SQL is
perfectly sufficient for these functions, each of them could also have been created using Java.
To create them in Java, you would take the following steps.

First, create a new schema to handle the extensions and set the schema and path to point to
it:

CREATE SCHEMA geolocate_java;

SET SCHEMA 'geolocate_java';

SET PATH 'geolocate_java';

Second, create a Java class that implements the conversions. Create a Degree.java file
containing the following code under a com/sqlstream/examples/geolocate directory:

package com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate;

public class Degree {

    public static double getFraction( double degrees ) {

        return( degrees - Math.floor(degrees) );

    }

    public static int getMinutes( double degrees ) {

        return( (int)(getFraction(degrees) * 60.0) );

    }

    public static int getSeconds( double degrees ) {

        return (int)(((getFraction(degrees) * 3600.0)

                       - ((getMinutes(degrees) * 60)) ) );

    }

    public static String toDegMinSec( double degrees) {

 int degs = (int)degrees;

  double mins = getMinutes(degrees);

 double secs = getSeconds(degrees);

 return(degs + "deg " + mins + "m " + secs + "s");

    }

}

Third, after compiling Degree.java, package the Java class up into a JAR file so that Guavus
s-Server can load it. Create the jar from the directory containing
com/sqlstream/examples/geolocate:

  jar cf gps.jar com

Fourth, move the newly create gps.jar file to the machine Guavus s-Server is running on (in
the example below, it is in /home/aspen/gps.jar), and use CREATE JAR to install the JAR into
Guavus s-Server:

CREATE OR REPLACE JAR '"GPSFuncsJavaLib"'

 LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar'

 OPTIONS (0);
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At this point, you can use CREATE FUNCTION to make these routines available from SQL
("EXTERNAL NAME" is explained in the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the Streaming SQL
Reference Guide):

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getFraction'

;

CREATE FUNCTION get_minutes( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getMinutes'

;

CREATE FUNCTION get_seconds( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getSeconds'

;

CREATE FUNCTION to_dms( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS VARCHAR(20)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.toDegMinSec'

;

The above steps duplicate user defined functions in Java that could have been created in
SQL. Java functions, however, allow access to a much richer set of capabilities.

As an example, let's create a user-defined function that calculates the great-circle distance in
miles between two geographic locations, each of which is measured in degrees latitude and
longitude. We'll do this using a simple form of the great-circle distance equation, calculating
the central angle using the spherical law of cosines, and multiplying by the earth's radius in
miles. This requires the use of cosine, sine, and arcosine function which do not exist in SQL,
but do exist in the java.lang.Math package.

Create a Waypoint.java in the same directory as Degree.java containing the following code:

package com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate;

import java.lang.Math;

public class Waypoint {

    public static double getDistanceMiles( double lat1,

                                   double long1,

                                   double lat2,

                                   double long2 ) {

        // Use the Great Circle Distance Formula

        // to calculate distance in miles

 double rlat1 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(lat1));

 double rlat2 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(lat2));

 double rlong1 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(long1));

 double rlong2 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(long2));

 double cangle = Math.acos( Math.sin(rlat1) * Math.sin(rlat2) +

                                   Math.cos(rlat1) * Math.cos(rlat2) *

                                   Math.cos(rlong2-rlong1) );
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        return ( 3963.0 * cangle );

    }

}

Compile Waypoint.java, and create a new waypoint.jar file containing both Degree and
Waypoint:

  jar cf gps.jar com

Now, drop and recreate the jar file.

DROP JAR GPSFuncsJavaLib

  OPTIONS(0)

  CASCADE;

CREATE JAR GPSFuncsJavaLib

  LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar'

  OPTIONS(0);

Finally, use CREATE FUNCTION to access the new Java extension:

CREATE FUNCTION find_distance

             ( lat1 DOUBLE,  long1 DOUBLE, lat2 DOUBLE, long2 DOUBLE )

RETURNS DOUBLE

LANGUAGE JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME

  'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Waypoint.getDistanceMiles'

;

Note that dropping the jar file also required dropping all of the functions that depend on it, you
can accomplish using the CASCADE keyword. The degree functions can be recreated using
the same CREATE FUNCTION calls we used the first time around; that step is omitted here
for brevity.

Calling Java UDFs from SQL UDFs

A UDF defined in SQL can call a UDF defined in Java:

CREATE FUNCTION to_miles( lat1 DOUBLE,  long1 DOUBLE, lat2 DOUBLE, long2 DOUBLE )

    RETURNS VARCHAR(30)

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN ( CAST( find_distance(lat1, long1, lat2, long2) AS VARCHAR(20) )

            || ' miles'  )

;

Using UDXs - the Session Identification example

One common task is to extract session information from a series of related events.

For example, consider a provider of mobile data and communications services. Users log on
to the mobile network via a dedicated device, proceed to use one or more services available
on that network (such as chatting with a friend using an instant messaging client or making a
call with a VOIP application) and eventually log off. In some cases, services may be "nested"
further; for example, a user might initiate and complete a file transfer from within the instant
messaging client.
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From the provider's point of view, these usages may be represented by a series of "open" and
"close" events for each individual service, identified by the service name. Nesting is indicated
by event ordering; if a second service is opened before the previous event is closed, it is
considered to be a child of the previously opened service.

In addition, each event carries information about the source and target IP addresses, as well
as other information related to timing and bandwidth used. Timing for each event is recorded
using the row's rowtime. For a "close" event, the amount of bandwidth used by the service is
recorded in the byteCount (this column is null for "open" events).

The goal of the provider is to use SQLstream to take this event information and knit it together
to identify session information, where individual sessions are associated with a unique
combination of IP addresses. Further, the desire is to enhance the incoming data to identify
the session path for each event, where the session path is the hierarchy of service sessions
back to the root.

Java source code, SQL scripts, and sample data for this example may be found in
examples/sessionId/...

Setting schema and path

For all of the example code below, we'll need to define a schema and path:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA session_id;

SET SCHEMA 'session_id';

SET PATH 'session_id';

Getting events

The first problem we'll face is in getting the events into SQLstream, so that each event can be
represented as a row in a stream. This can be accomplished either through the creation and
use of a custom network probe adapter exposed via foreign streams, or as a native stream
fed by explicit inputs from an external process.

Via a native stream

A simple way to access events is to create a stream with the appropriate columns, then
populate it via inserts from an external process. This is very handy when initially developing
and testing a solution, since it reduces complexity and makes it easier to develop SQL in
isolation from the larger system.

CREATE STREAM RawDataRecords (

    serviceName VARCHAR(10) NOT NULL,

    sourceIp VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,

    destIp VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,

    byteCount INTEGER,

    action VARCHAR(10)

);

Via a custom network probe adapter

In an actual production environment, it might be better to create a custom network probe
adapter that extracts data from an event-producing server, then use that adapter to create a
foreign stream. In some cases, there may actually be several such foreign servers, in which
case you might want to create multiple foreign streams and then combine them into a single
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view. See the topic Create View in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual
for more details/

Since any actual adapter would be highly application-specific, and the purpose of this section
is to focus on SQL usage, you can forgo the actual creation of the adapter and simply
assume it exists in /usr/lib/sqlstream/adapters/customProbeReader.jar:

ProbeReader adapter

Set up the adapter to read from the probe(s):

CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER probeWrapper

LIBRARY '/usr/lib/sqlstream/adapters/customProbeReader.jar'

LANGUAGE JAVA;

CREATE SERVER ProbeServer

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER probeWrapper;

Probe input stream

This is our assumed foreign input stream, created by an adapter running on the network
probe:

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM RawDataRecords1

ON SERVER ProbeServer (

    serviceName VARCHAR(10) NOT NULL,

    sourceIp VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,

    destIp VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,

    byteCount INTEGER,

    action VARCHAR(10)

)

OPTIONS (host 'probe1.domain.com');

Working with multiple probe streams

A similar foreign input stream, created by another instance of the adapter on a different probe:

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM RawDataRecords2

ON SERVER ProbeServer (

    serviceName VARCHAR(10) NOT NULL,

    sourceIp VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,

    destIp VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,

    byteCount INTEGER,

    action VARCHAR(10)

)

OPTIONS (host 'probe2.domain.com');

Combining multiple probe streams into a single view

CREATE VIEW RawDataRecords AS

SELECT STREAM * FROM RawDataRecords1

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * FROM RawDataRecords2;
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Normalizing source and destination IP addresses

In the course of a given session, data may flow both ways between two servers (for example,
the user in an instant messaging session may download a file from the other server). The
provider wants to incorporate this information regardless of which host initiated the
connection.

To make it easy to recognize IP address pairs, we'll use user-defined functions to create a
normalized view of the lesser and greater IP addresses.

Creating user-defined functions

CREATE FUNCTION lesser(s1 VARCHAR(15), s2 VARCHAR(12))

    RETURNS VARCHAR(15)

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN CASE WHEN s1 < s2 THEN s1 ELSE s2 END;

CREATE FUNCTION greater(s1 VARCHAR(15), s2 VARCHAR(12))

    RETURNS VARCHAR(15)

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN CASE WHEN s1 < s2 THEN s2 ELSE s1 END;

Creating a normalized view

CREATE VIEW SymmetricDataRecords AS

SELECT STREAM

    serviceName,

    action,

    byteCount,

    sourceIp,

    destIp,

    lesser(sourceIp, destIp) AS lowerIp,

    greater(sourceIp, destIp) AS upperIp

FROM (

    SELECT STREAM

        *

    FROM RawDataRecords

);

Assign session ids

Next, assign a unique session id to each sequence for a given service between a pair of
hosts. You can do this by incrementing the session id whenever you encounter an "open"
event.

CREATE VIEW SessionedDataRecords AS

SELECT STREAM

    SUM(

       CASE action

       WHEN 'Open' THEN 1

       ELSE 0

       END) OVER session AS sessionId,

    *

FROM SymmetricDataRecords

WINDOW session AS (

     PARTITION BY serviceName, lowerIp, upperIp ROWS UNBOUNDED PRECEDING);
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Note: This counts sessions forever, but only since the server started. So if you stop and start
the server, the session count will reset to 1.

Since this code uses UNBOUNDED PRECEDING, rows never drop out of the window. It
maintains running totals for each triplet (serviceName, lowerIp, upperIp). As long as there is a
bounded number of triplets, memory usage will not become unlimited.

Identifying endpoint pairs

Now that you have unique session IDs, the goal is to enhance each data record to identify not
only the unique session, but also the parent session (if any) and the full parent-child
hierarchical path back to the root ancestor. For example, a sessionPath [4, 10, 17] indicates
that session 17 is a child session of 10, which is a child session of 4. A record will be emitted
for all 3 sessions, so that the parent sessions' totals add up.

The Nester UDX

To add hierarchical session information to the incoming data stream, you create a user-
defined transform (UDX) that tracks each incoming row, creates a map of the session
hierarchy, and uses that to add a parent service name, parent session ID and the session
path to each incoming row before writing the row out again. The assumptions this UDX
makes are as follows:

1. Each row contains a column indicating session ID and action. These columns are
identified by the actionLabel and sessionLabel parameters, respectively.

2. An action column value of openToken indicates the start of a session, and a value of
closeToken indicates the end of the session.

3. The action column may contain values other than openToken or closeToken, but such
values have no effect on session definition. Any such rows will be output with the same
parent session ID and session path as the preceding openToken in the same session.

4. Each row containing openToken is associated with one and only one row containing
closeToken for a given session ID.

5. If a new session is opened before the previous one is closed, the previous session is the
parent of the new one.

6. Incoming rows may have an arbitrary number of other columns; these will be included
verbatim in the corresponding output rows

The java source code and instructions for building the session nester UDX may be found in
examples/sessionId/.... Once the UDX has been built, it will reside in
examples/sessionId/lib/nester.jar.

Before the UDX can be used, it must be installed and registered (For more information, see
the topi CREATE FUNCTION in the Streaming SQL Reference Guide):

CREATE OR REPLACE JAR '"nesterJar"'

 LIBRARY 'file:examples/sessionId/lib/nester.jar'

 OPTIONS (0);
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CALL SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR('file:examples/sessionId/lib/nester.jar', '"nesterJar"', 0);

      ( ResultSet inputSet

      , String actionLabel, String sessionLabel

      , String openToken, String closeToken

      , PreparedStatement resultInserter)

CREATE FUNCTION sessionNester (

 c CURSOR,

 actionLabel VARCHAR(128),

 sessionLabel VARCHAR(128),

 serviceLabel VARCHAR(128),

 partKey1 VARCHAR(15),

 partKey2 VARCHAR(15),

 openToken VARCHAR(128),

 closeToken VARCHAR(128))

  RETURNS TABLE (

  rowtime TIMESTAMP,

 sessionId INTEGER,

 serviceName VARCHAR(10),

 action VARCHAR(10),

 byteCount INTEGER,

 sourceIp VARCHAR(15),

 destIp VARCHAR(15),

 lowerIp VARCHAR(15),

 upperIp VARCHAR(15),

 startTime TIMESTAMP,

 vstopTime TIMESTAMP,

 parentServiceName VARCHAR(32),

 parentSessionId INTEGER,

 sessionPath VARCHAR(128))

  LANGUAGE JAVA

  PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

  NO SQL

  EXTERNAL NAME 'session_id."nesterJar":com.sqlstream.sessionid.Nester.sessionNester';

Creating the session-enhanced view

Now that the session nester UDX has been installed and registered, you can use it to create
an enhanced view:

CREATE VIEW EnhancedDataRecords (

    sessionId,

    serviceName,

    action,

    byteCount,

    sourceIp,

    destIp,

    lowerIp,

    upperIp,

    startTime,

    stopTime,

    parentServiceName,

    parentSessionId,

    sessionPath) AS

SELECT STREAM *

FROM TABLE (sessionNester(

    CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM SessionedDataRecords),

    'ACTION', 'SESSIONID', 'SERVICENAME', 'LOWERIP', 'UPPERIP', 'Open', 'Close'));
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Summary view

An example of a summary view - hourly totals of bandwidth used (as defined by byteCount)
for each session:

CREATE VIEW HourlySessionSummary (

    sessionId,

    serviceName,

    sourceIp,

    destIp,

    startOfHour,

    byteCount) AS

SELECT STREAM

    sessionId,

    serviceName,

    sourceIp,

    destIp,

    FLOOR(rowtime TO HOUR) AS startOfHour,

    SUM(byteCount) AS byteCount

FROM EnhancedDataRecords

GROUP BY

    sessionId,

    serviceName,

    sourceIp,

    destIp,

    FLOOR(rowtime TO HOUR);
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